Technical Specifications

BABYLONE

Dimensions
Colours
Material
Light source
Power
Weight
Year of Design
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40 cm or 50 cm diameter
White (top part)
Steal, PMMA, plexiglass
4-12W LED, 3000K
230V
5,7 kg
2016
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50/40

Babylone is a spherical plexi-glass pendant with room for plants. The sphere has openings that allows stems
and leaves to meander out of the globe. Almost any plant can be used to create a unique expression. The full
spectrum light source satisfies the plants and gives a pleasant atmosphere. We recommend to use a mineral
rich and high water retention substrate.
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BRIDGE

Dimensions
Colours
Material
Light source
Power
Weight
Planting pot:
Year of Design
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L= 115 cm, D=11.5 cm, H=15 cm
Dark grey
Aluminium, plexiglass, abs plastic
35W LED, 3000K RA90
12V (Driver required)
3 kg
Removable planting pot
2016
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15

Bridge is not only a great desk light, it´s also a creative way to incorporate greenery into your environment,
creating endless variations dependending on client’s decisions. Light distribution is directed downwards
and radiates plentiful light suitable for a working or dining environment.
Bridge can also be coupled with a plant light to enable the plants to flourish in even the darkest corners of
any space.

11.5

115
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MOVING HEDGE

Dimensions
Colours
Material
Power
Weight
Irrigation system
Planting pockets
Year of Design
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W=110cm, D=30cm, H=156cm,
White (tank)
Fiberglass, stainless steel, felt
Battery or 230V
50 kg
Onboard irrigation timer, pump and battery
30 / side
2012
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156

Moving Hedge is a double sided plant wall on wheels with an automatic irrigation system. The units are
perfect as room dividers in an office or for creating recreational spots in an indoor environment.
Moving Hedge is an intense green boost at any space that can benefit the space with air purification, sound
absorption and overall aesthetic functions.

30

110
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GREY TO GREEN
“Grey to Green” is a series of paving stones with integrated space for vegetation. Tiles are available
with different amounts of perforation, from 1 to 8 spaces, where vegetation is allowed to grow. As paving
stones make up many of the cities’ impervious surfaces, the product can be very flexibly integrated on
all paved surfaces in the city.

35 cm x 35 cm, H=5 cm,
Concrete
115 kg/m2 (vary with number of holes)
15 kg (vary with number of holes)
8 pcs
2014

5

Dimensions
Material
Weight
Weight/Piece
Pieces/M2
Year of Design

35

35
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different layout

GREY TO GREEN
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